
Golden Sheets
Some of you may know of the blue sphere beings that were with us for a long time,
that recently left (2018) I have a picture taken of me in a cave in France from years
earlier where they were at my side. The blue sphere beings were a bit like the
parent who shows up to a kid’s party… everyone is on their best behavior around
them. Bullies won’t succeed while they are around.

From my ASN Inst meeting from 2018:

“These beings that replaced the great blue spheres are “golden sheets” and we can call
the Golden Sheets in to do various things. I just realized that wind shears defuse
hurricanes! This information let’s call in these golden sheets to act like windshear’s to
di�use all these hurricanes that are upon us.”

What do they look like?

● They are thin, gold transparent, and very wide;

● they have the capacity to adapt themselves to whatever shape is needed

● they are beings of incredible light.

● they are imperceptible by many lower energies and this makes them great
supporters (tool for humans) to manage di�cult situations where dense
vibration prevails,

● but as with every other available support, light-workers must ask for their
help.

● You may call them in, to create the Golden Sheets condom of Light around
you. You Visualize them wrapping things, situations circumstances
including you with the Golden Sheets;

● they take the shape of our focus and add their vibration to raise the
thing/event/situation's vibration at the etheric level.  

I looked up Wind Shear on Wikipedia and found an interesting note from the
internet game called, World of Warcraft (My kids played this game.) Wind Shear: A
quick blast of Ancestral Wind conceals the shaman, lowering his or her threat to all
enemies. Makes me think sometimes, we are all getting “training” no matter
what!

Finally, I found one bit of feedback from someone from my inner circle, “The NEW
Golden Sheets Condom is working perfectly! I’ve had an amazing day!!!” Carol K.



In the Akashic Records Oct. 29, 2021:

We the Golden Sheets have moved into your reality for the purpose of insulating
you from the lower vibrations. Introduced to you (Maureen) in 2018, you “set
aside” this knowing until now when it is super important for others to know
about and use.

How do we use this?

You “Call In” the Golden Sheets as a name, then invoke the coverage area so that
you see us a bit like shrink wrap around a product or person. Because our energy is
thin and filmy, we are not noticed by lower energies, however, we are extremely
potent.

What else may be known:

This is a most appropriate time to release this new intel and encourage other to
use us. We have gathered in groups all over the world and stand ready to assist.

Where are you from:

We are directly from Source – sent as an answer to your direct request for ways to
help others. Put it into the morning prayer and keep asking for our assistance,
love and support. That is all.


